ROYALE
The First Malay Ethnic Weddings in the Park Showcase at Hotel Fort Canning
10 January 2017, Singapore
IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Hotel Fort Canning is privileged to be holding the first ethnic edition of its signature Weddings
in the Park showcase on 19 February 2017. Organized in partnership with CreatifCo.Lab – a
collective of Malay wedding specialists with over 20 years of wedding experience;
collaborators include Jentayu Gallery Weddings & Events, Marvelicious by MLC, Reign Beau
Visuals, The Wedding Brocade, TWC Inspirations, WoodleighPark and Wedding & Romance.
To be held at Singapore’s largest air-conditioned marquee, the HFC Grand Marquee,
prospective wedding couples can look forward to creating their dream wedding with a regal
touch. Created exclusively for Hotel Fort Canning, the Royale wedding collection is inspired
by the royalties who ruled from Fort Canning Hill, and designed to showcase the expansive
lush greenery of Fort Canning Park and graceful colonial architecture of Hotel Fort Canning.
Highlights include a custom centrepiece inspired by the “kerongsang”, a traditional brooch
worn by Malay noble ladies often made from gold, and regarded as a symbol of aristocracy,
wealth and nobility. There will be guided tours of guest rooms and stunning venues such as the
highly sought after Garden Terrace, tranquil Sun Deck, elegant Glass House, and opulent
Fountain Terrace will also be available for viewing.

A selection of highlights from the halal-certified banquet will be served in a buffet spread for
tasting while couples and their guests seek consultation with our wedding specialists.
Registration is required and will close on 15 February 2017.

Royale: Ethnic Weddings in the Park Showcase
Sunday, 19 February 2017 | 3.30pm to 8.30pm
The HFC Grand Marquee, Hotel Fort Canning
11 Canning Walk, Singapore 178881
$20 nett per couple (U.P.)

Additional guests chargeable at $10 nett each
DBS/POSB cardholders:
$15 nett per couple + 2 guests
DBS and POSB cardholders who confirm their wedding reservations on the day with DBS
and POSB cards will also enjoy 1 night’s anniversary stay in a Deluxe room .
Register at http://tinyurl.com/HFCRoyale or enquire at fnb@hfcsingapore.com .

*Other terms and conditions may apply.
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